205-A Remote Head
Egripment’s classic Head
for the Modern Size Smaller Cameras

Evolution with the Passion and Style
that Egripment is known for worldwide
The Egripment 205 Remote Head is our latest
Remote Head in the extensive line of Egripment
Remote Camera Head and Controls. Following
in the footsteps of our very successful and
well regarded line of Remote Camera heads,
Egripment now announces the development
of a much smaller and lighter Remote Head
designed for use with many of the current
smaller professional cameras and lenses.

Note that this head can be mounted right side
up or inverted, and further you can mount the
camera platform on the OUTSIDE of the head
rather than inside as is customary, if desired
for special applications. With its extensive line
of mounting options, such as standard 28mm
lightning spigot to fix to a standard clamp,
Mitchell or 100mm bowl fitting for adapting
it to a standard tripod, the 205 Head is an
economical head for many different purposes.

The 205 Remote Head offers the same exacting
precision and smoothness of motion as our
larger 306 Head does, in a much smaller
package. With the reduction in camera sizes, it
is not always necessary or desirable to use our
larger heads, so we now offer the 205 Head to
fill this need in our line up.
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205-A Remote Head

The 205 Remote Head is replacing our very well-known Mini Shot and Super Shot Heads in the
Egripment Product Line. It is fully compatible with all of the other products within our line of Remote
Systems. This analogue version of the 205 Head is being utilized as a Stand Alone Remote Head.
The compact size of the 205 Remote Head, combined with its power, flexibility and sophistication,
makes it the perfect remote head for all-sporting events, commentary camera positions, music
concerts, and videoconferences. The 205 Head is indeed the ideal solution anywhere a small head is
required that will not obstruct the view of the spectators or conference delegates. Although it is
slightly larger than the MiniShot it is replacing, it is still very compact and can handle a much greater
camera load. It also offers more versatility than the MiniShot head allowed.
Specifications

Art.: 205-A

Height:

29.4 cm

11.57 inch

Width:

25.0 cm

9.84 inch

Depth:

13.4 cm

5.27 inch

Weight:

7.5 kg

16.5 lbs

Load capacity:

10 kg

22 lbs

Min Speed:

360 ° in 48 min

Max Speed:

360 ° in 3 sec

Voltage:

24 V DC | 30 Watt

All data are subject to change without notification.
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